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Abstract 
In this paper. we propose a declarative semantics for normal logic programs in terms of 
model classes that is monotonic in the sense that Mod( PUP') s Mod(P), for any programs 
P and P'. In addition, we show that in the model class associated to every program there is 
a least model that can be seen as the semantics of the program, which may be built 
upwards as the least fixpoint of a cont.inuous immediate consequence operator, and such 
that this Jeast model is "typical" for the class of models of the Clark-Kunen's completion 
of the program. This means that our semantics is equivalent to Clark-Kunen's 
completion. The final aim of our work is the definition of compositional semantics for 
modular units over the class of normal logic programs. In this sense, following the results 
of a previous paper, it has been shown that our semantics constitutes a "specification 
frame" equipped with the adequate categorical constructions to guarantee the existence 
of such semantics. 

1 Introduction 

Despite the amount of papers on the semantics of negation (see e.g. 121) , there are several 
semantic issues that are yet insufficiently explored. One such basic issue is modularity. The 
reason is that a proper semantics for any kind of modular unit must be shown to be 
compositional with respect to the kind of module operations considered, but the non-monotonic 
nature of negation in Logic Programming does not seem to fit too well with compositionality . In 
particuJar, for different reasons , none of the various operationaJ semantics 17 ,II ,261. neither 
the different model-theoretic approaches (see e .g . 121) nor the completion semantics 16,171 
seem to be adequate to be the basis for defining a compositional semantics for normal logic 
program units. To our knowledge, only 18, 14, 191 provide some compositional semantic 
constructs for normal logic programs. Below we compare the results presented in this paper and 
these approaches. 

In 121 ), it is presented a methodology for the semantic definition of modular logic programs 
ensuring compositionality and fuJI abstraction, and we applied it to study several kinds of 
program units for the class of definite logic programs. The approach is based on the fact that 
most modular constructions can be defined and studied independently of the underlying 
formalism used "inside" the modules, as far as this formalism is an "institution" 1161 or a 
"specification frame" 1121 (or some similar notion) equipped with some categoricaJ 
constructions. ln particular, the proposed methodology for defining the semantics of a certain 
kind of modular unit consists, essentiaiJy, of three steps . Firstly , one has to study the given 
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unit, and the associated composition operations, at the general level. Thjs means defining the 
meaning of the construction in terms of the categorical constructions that the specification 
frames will be assumed to provide. Secondly, one has to define the given class of logic 
programs as an institution or specification frame with the needed constructions. At this point 
one may obtrun , already. a compositional and fuiJy-abstract semantic definHion for the given 
unit. However, such deftnition could be considered too abstract, since it would be stated in 
terms of the categorical constructions of the institution. Finally, the third step consists in 
showing that this categorical semantics is eqwvalent to some specific concrete semantics. 
Applying tills methodology not only may save some work (since some results must be proved 
just once, independently of the classes of logic programs considered) but, what is more 
important, it provides clear guidelines about how the concrete semantics for the various 
constructions must be defined. In particular, these guidelines were extremely valuable for the 
work reported in this paper. 

In principle, the main problem found in order to apply this methodology to study modularity 
and compositionality issues for the class of normal logic programs is (the lack of) monotonicity. 
Institutions and specification frames can be seen as characterizations of monotonic formalisms. 
This seems to be in contradiction with the non-monotonic nature of negation as failure and of 
constructive negation. However, if we look at the simpler case of the class of definite logic 
programs with negative queries, one may see one of the basic ideas of our proposal : the class of 
definite logic programs (Hom Clause Logic) is , obviously, a monotonic logic; the non
monotonicity of the negative queries is related to the selection of an arbitrary model (the least 
one) to define what is assumed to be "false". Similarly, in this paper, we propose a declarative 
semantics for normal logic programs in terms of model classes that is monotonic in the sense 
that Mod( PUP') s Mod(P), for any programs P and P'. This is enough for defining an 
specification frame of normal logic programs. Nevertheless, in addition , we show that in the 
model class associated to every program there is a least model that can be seen as the semantics 
of the program and that this least model is "typical" for the class of models of the Clark
Kunen's completion of the program. This means that our semantics is equivalent to Clark
Kunen's completion. Moreover, we provide a continuous immediate consequence operator and 
show that this least model can be built ''upwards" as the least fix point of that operator. Finally, 
we (very briefly) sketch the results that allow us to show that the specification frame associated 
to our semantic definition is equipped with the categorical constructions needed to apply the 
results in 121) to the class of normal logic programs, obtaining compositional and fully abstract 
(categorical) semantics for a number of program units 14,151. 

The kjnd of compositionality results that can be achieved. using our semantics as the basis for 
defining the corresponding specification frame, are quite more powerful than the results 
presented in 18. 14, 19). In these papers different semantic definitions are provided for certain 
kinds of modular units which are shown to be compositional. However, they all impose (at 
least) the restriction that when putting together (through the corresponrung composition 
operation) two units then the sets of predicates defined in each unit must be disjoint. This means 
that. there can not be clauses defining the same predicate p (i.e. having pin the head of a clause) 
in both units. This restriction hinders the application of those results to approaches where the 
given system of modules supports the incremental definition of predicates through some form 
of inheritance (e.g. 13 )). This kind of restriction is not needed in our work. 

We have not directly related our approach with other kinds of semantics, although the relation 
established with completion implies. by transitivity , that our semantics can be considered 
equivalent to constructive negation approaches as 17,261. Actually, the relation to 171 is quite 
more rurect, in the sense that the construction of our least models is closely related to ranked 
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resolution as defined there. There is also a certain relation between the construction of our least 
models and Fitting's fixpoint semantics [91, or rather with the variation defined in IJ3J , 
although not as close as it may seem: one may notice that in each "layer" of our least models we 
add not just the immediate consequences of the previous layer, but all logical consequences. 

We are convinced that, not only with respect to compositionality issues, our semantics is just 
the "riglit" kind of model-theoretic semantics for nonnal logic programs. There are several 
reasons for this. On the one hand, if model-theoretic semantics are usually the most adequate 
tool for meta-logical reasoning, the structure of our classes of models, together with the 
closeness to ranked resolution, makes our semantics highly adequate for the proof of such kind 
of properties, especially for the case of properties of operational approaches (e.g. 
completeness). On the other hand, one may think that our semantics is more complicated than 
needed, in the sense of dealing with complex ranked structures instead of just three-valued 
ones. We disagree with that ranked structures are just a special case of Beth structures, used to 
provide semantics to intuitionistic logic.ln this sense, our semantics establishes an explicit link 
(already mentioned by other authors) between constructive negation and intuitionistic logic that 
may be worth to study .ln particular. it could serve as a basis for extending with negation those 
approaches to modularity based on the use of an intuitionistic implication (e.g. see [27]). 

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we introduce some basic notions and 
notation; in section 3 , we sketch the propositional case to provide some intuition about the 
proposed solutions. In sections 4 , 5 and 6 , we present the semantics for the first-order case, 
including a fixpoint construction of least models, and show its connection with Clark-Kunen's 
completion. Finally, in section 7 . we discuss the results presented with respect to 
compositionality issues. 

2 Preliminaries 
A countable signature I consists of a pair of sets (FSI,PSI) of function and predicate 
symbols, respectively, with some arity associated. I-terms and I -atoms are built using 
functions and predicates from I and, also, variables from a prefixed countable set X of variable 
symbols. Terms will be denoted by t,s, ... , and var(t) will denote the variables appearing in t. In 
what follows, we wiiJ consider that aiJ programs are built over a fixed and predetennined 
countable signature. The main reason for this is technical, and is related to the definition of a 
specification frame based on the semantics introduced in this paper. Actually, the results 
presented in this paper are independent of this condition. One can argue that this is highly 
inconvenient with respect to modularity issues, however we do not think that this is important 
as far as visibility is treated completely at the static semantics level. On the other hand , we 
believe that this negative situation is in some sense related with the nature of negation-as-failure 
where one can always expect to obtain (negative) answers to queries over predicates which are 
not in the signature of the given program. 

Normal programs of a signature I (or k-programs) are sets of I-clauses a:- l1 , ... 111 , where a is 
a I-atom, k ~ 0, and each li is a I-literal , that is b or not(b) where b is an atom. 

For simplifying some technical constructions, we consider that any I-program is written as its 
equivalent constraint normal program with flat head . That is, any clause p(t 1 , ... , tn):- IJ , ... lk is 
written as the constraint clause 

p(xl , ... Xn) :- J, , .. ,lk c Xr=t, , .. ,Xn=tn. 

Moreover. we suppose identical tuples x 1 , ••• , Xn of fresh variables for all clauses (in a 
program) with predicate pin its head . 
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Constraints appearing in programs are a special kind of simple constraints. In general, we 
consider that :t-constraints are arbitrary first order ~-formulas over equality atoms. That is, 
formulas composing equality atoms with the connectives: -. ,v ,A ,-+, and the quantifiers "', 3 . 
We denote constraints by c,d ,... (possibly with sub- or superscripts). By c(X) we mean that 
free(c)c:X, where free( c) is the set of free variables in c. Formulas rp'fl ,rp3 stand for the 
universal and existential closures of rp. respectively. The atomic formulas naming the two 
classical truth values are T and F. 

We will handle constraints in a logical way, using logical consequence of the free equality 
theory. ln particular, the free equality theory ~T!li for a signature :t consists of the following 
set of formulas : 

Vx(x=x) 
VxVy (x=y rtf(i)=f(y)) for each fE FS:t. 
V x v y (x = y -+ (p (x > +-+ p ( y ))) 
VxVy (f(~).-g(y)) 

for each pE PS:t U {-}. 
for each pair f,gE FS:t such that fi!g . 
for each :t-term t and variable x such Vx (x • t) 
that xi! t and x occurs in t . 

We say that a constraint cis satisfiable (resp. unsatisfiable) iff 
!F'ETJ:.I= c3 (resp. ~'£'1!. 1- -. (c3)). 

A ground substitution x =I {where tj are closed) is called a solution for a constraint c(x) iff 
~'£'1!.1= <x = 1 .... c >'fl. 

From a logical point of view. programs are sets of formulas. There are, mainly, two logical 
ways of interpreting a normal program P. The first one, denoted by p'V , interprets every clause 
as the universal closure of the formula which results from substituting "commas" and c (in the 
clause body) by logical conjunction. and the symbol ":-" by logical implication (right-to-left). 
The second one is Clark's program completion, denoted by Comp(P), consisting of the free 
equality theory :FE!J!. together with, for each predicate symbol pEI, a formula: 

Vx ( p(x)+-+Vik=t 3yi (x=li Ali)) 

where y i are the variables appearing in I i and 1 i and {p( x ):-1 i c x i =I i I i= 1 , .. ,k} is the 
set of all clauses with head p appearing in P. In both interpretations, conjunction (resp. 
disjunction) of an empty set is simplified to the atomic formula T (resp. F). 

However, clauses like (p:--. p) are inconsistent when considering completion. To avoid this 
problem , Kunen 1171 proposed to interpret Clark's completion in a three-valued logic. ln 
particular, in this logic the three truth values are true ( t), false (f) and undefined (u ), the 
connectives -.,v ,A,-+ are interpreted in Kleene's partial logic, H is interpreted as the identity of 
truth values, so it is two-valued; finally, existential quantification can be seen as infinite 
disjunction , and universal quantification is treated as infinite conjunction . Currently, this 
interpretation of Clark's completion (from now on Clark-Kunen completion) is considered the 
standard declarative meaning of normal logic programs. Anyhow, it must be noted that, in the 
context of completion, any three valued extension of classical implication can be considered. 
The reason is that implication does not appear in predicate completion formulas, i.e. the choice 
of a three-valued semantics for implication become!. an important matt.er when the program itself 
is treated as a logical theory. In this sense , we will use Przymusinski's implication. whose 
intuitive meaning is "rp-+'\IJ is true if and only if whenever <p is true tiJ is also true anctwhenever 
tP is fal se rp is also fal se" . Then rp+-+'\IJ is equivalent to (rp-+'\IJ)A(\IJ-+<p) and, in particular, we 
have that Comp(P) 1= pv_ However. the classical equivalence (rp-+'\IJ) • {-.rpvt~J) is only satisfied, 
in general, if rp is two-valued (e.g. an equality formula). 
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A three-valued 1:-structure Jl consists of a universe of values A and an interpretation of every 
function symbol by a (total) function from A0 to A (of the adequate arity) and of every predicate 
symbol by a partial relation, which can be seen as a (total) function from A" into {t, f , u}. A 
Herbrand three-valued structure !}{ is a three-valued !-structure whose universe H is the 
Herbrand base for I (the set of all closed I -terms), function symbols are trivially interpreted 
and the predicate interpretation is given by a pair of disjoint sets: H+ of true ground atoms and 
H- of false ground atoms, so that any ot~r ground atom is undefined. The value of any first 
order sentence q> in a three-valued structure Jl will be denoted by Jl(q>). A three-valued structure 
Jl is a model of a set of formulas c;l> , denoted by Jl 1=4>, iff Jt(q>) = t for any formula q>E<P. 
Three-valued logical consequence <P l=q> means that for every three-valued structure Jl if Jli=<P 

then Jtl= q>. 

3 A first approach: The propositional case 
As said in the introduction, our aim is to define a model-theoretic semantics for normal 
programs (i.e. the meaning of a program Pis the set Mod(P) of all models of P, for a given 
notion of model), such that the following monotonicity property holds 

Mod(P) :2 Mod(PUP') for all P and P'. 

In addition, we require the existence of some ordering~ over the class Mod(P) such that the 
least model of P, with respect to~ . represents the meaning of P. We will denote this model by 
Mp. It may be noted that the monotonicity property requires that: Mp ~ Mpup•. 
Unfortunately, if models are three valued structures and we want our semantics to be 
equivalent, in some sense, to Clark-Kunen's completion, then it is impossible to satisfy these 
requirements, as the following counter-example shows: 

Let us consider the normal program Pl .,. {a:-,b}, its least model Mp} should be the pair 
({a},{b}), and consider PI ' • {b:-}, then !MPIUPl' • ({b},{a}). Then, we must have 
({a} ,{b}) ~ ({b} ,{a}). Now, by considering the program P2 = {b:-,a} and extending it with 
the clause {a:-} we have that ({a},{b}) ~ ({b},{a}) should hold. 

From our point of view, the problem in this counter-example is that Mp 1 UPl' and Mn should 
not be identical and should reflect. in some sense, the "dependencies from negative 
information" that make a given atom to be in the model. For instance, Mn includes b as a 
consequence of the negative information provided by a , while Mp1 UPl' includes b without any 
dependency on negative information. This consideration has led us to consider models having 
"layers" that refle.ct these dependencies. We call these models ranked structures because of their 
relation with ranked resolution. For instance, if we consider again the above example. The 
"intended" model for PI has a first layer given by (0,{b}) and a second layer ({a} ,{b}). 
Howeverfor PI UP I' the first layer is ( {b},0) , and the second is ({b} ,{a} ). Similarly, for P2 
tbe first layer is (0,{a}) and a second layer ( {b },{a}). Now the intended models associated to 
Pl UPI' and to P2 are different, since their first layer differs. 

Therefore, our semantics is defined in terms of ranked three-valued :£-strucrures. In the 
propositional case, it is enough to consider sequences of Herbrand three-valued !-structures: 
Jl=( (Ai+ Ar) )iEJN: such that for any iEIN: 

Ai+ ~ Ai+ 1 + and Ai· ~ Ai+ 1-, and Aj+nAi-=0 

Now. we define when a ranked structure is a model of a program: 

3.1 Definition. A ranked three-valued !-structure Jl is a model of a normal program P , 
denoted by Jll= P, iff the following four conditions are satisfied: 
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(a) If pV 1= a then aE Ao+ (ln particular if a:-E P) 

(b) If aE Ao- then there is not any clause a:-1 in P 

(c) If pVuAi+u..,Ai- 1= a then aE Ai+l+, where ..,Ai- means {.,a I aEAr} 

(d) If aE Ai+ 1- then for aJI a:-1 E Pit holds one of the following two facts : 

- there exists bE 1 such that bEAi-

- there exists .,bET such that bEAi+· 

Notice that, for the above program P consisting of a unique clause a:-..,b, the following are 
some of its models (if we just write n layers, it must be assumed that the following layers are 
equal to the n-th layer): 

Ml = ((0,{b}), ({a},{b})) 
M4 - ((0,0)) 

but the following is not a model of P: 

M2 ={({a}, {b})) 
MS = {({b},0). ({b},{a})) 
M6 = {({b},{a})). 

9rf3 = {({a,b}, 0)) 

Our model notion allows one to include (in any Layer) more positive information than what is 
supported as logical consequence of the previous layers, but the negative information of each 
layer must be supported (in that sense). Thus, if we want to define an ordering , ~, on ranked 
structures such that the least model is the one having, at each layer, the least amount of positive 
information and the greatest amount of negative information supported by the previous Layer, it 
suffices to consider that ~ is the lexicographic extension, over sequences ((Ai+ Ai·))iEIH , of 
the standard ordering over three-valued structures: 

(A+ ,A-) s (B+,s-) iff A+~ s+ and A-~ B-. 

It is easy to see that, for the above program P, .Ml is the ~-least model in Mod(P). 

Now, consider the case where we add the clause b:-b to P , then Ml and M2 are not models of 
the new program. In this case, the least model is M4. Furthermore, by adding a third clause b:- , 
M4 is not a model of the new program {a:-..,b; b:-b; b:-} and the least model would now be MS. 

4 A model-theoretic semantics for constructive negation 
In this section we extend the model-theoretic semantics, described in the previous section for 
the propositional case, to the general case of normal programs with variables. Firstly, one must 
note that this extension can not j ust consist in seeing programs with variables as just 
abbreviations for programs including aJI the possible ground instantiations of the given clauses. 
For instance, the programs 

PI = {nat(O):- , nat(s(X)):- nat(X)} and P2 = { nat(X):-} 

have exactly the same instances, if we consider a signature including only the constant 0 and the 
unary function symbol s, but they have a completely different behaviour. For instance the query 

?- not(nat(X)). 

would be undefined for PI and false for P2. The solution proposed is rather to handle the first
order case in a similar manner to the propositional case, but considering ranked structures 
including not just ground atoms but constrained atoms with variables: 

4.1 Definition A ranked ~-sttuctyre is a seque nce: .91.=( (Ai+ .Ai") )iBN such that for any 
iEIH: 
- Ai+ and Ar are sets of pairs p(X) o c(x) where pE PSI and c(X) is a satisfiable ~-constraint, 
- A+ and A- are closed under renaming of variables, 
- Aj+~Ai+ l + and Ai-~Ai+J-,and 
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-Ai+nAr =0 

We will not make explicit the free variables of a constrained atom whenever they are not 
relevant. A pair pocE Aj+ is logically interpreted as the formula (c- p)V, and pocE Ai- has 
the logical meaning of (c-.,p)'~ . Consequently, we define the sets: 

(Ai+)'~-= {(c-p)'~l pocEAi+} , (Ar)'~ = {(c-.,p)'~l pocEAr} and Ai'v' = (Aj+)'~U(Ar)'~ 

4.2 Definition Given a ranked three-v.alued I-structure Jt and a program P, Jt FIP iff the 
following four conditions are satisfied: 

(a) If %'TIUP'~U(AQ+)V 1= (c- p)'v' and cis satisfiable then pocE Ao+ 

(b) If p(x)o c(x)E Ao- then CAc' is unsatisfiable for all (properly renamed) clauses 
p(x):-Toc'EP 

(c) If ~'E'IIUP'~U(Ai+J+)'v'U(Ar)'~F (c- p)'v' and cis satisfiable then pocEA+i+l 

(d) If p(x)oc(x)EAi+l- then ,?="'E'TIUAi'v' F ((c~oc')-., f)V for all (properly renamed) clauses 
p(x) :-T oc' E P. 

Remark Conditions (a) and (c) could be slightly simplified into: 

(a') lf Y'E'TIUP'~F (c- p)'v' and cis satisfiable then pacE Ao+ 
(c') If .r'E'IIUP'~U(Ar)'~F (c- p)'~ and cis satisfiable then pocEA+i+l 

if we would not have the aim of proving that this semantics defines a specification frame. 
Unfortunately, properties (a) and (c) are needed for proving the so-called amalgamation 
property of specification frames. 

Now, we can deftne a model-theoretic semantics for normal programs, in terms of the class of 
models of every program P: 

Mod(P)={ Jtl Jtl= P}. 

This semantics is monotonic with respect to program extension: 

4.3 Theorem For all programs P, P': Mod(P) d Mod(PU P'). 

Sketch of the proof: Suppose Jt F PUP' , for proving that Jll= P conditions b) and d) are 
trivial. In order to prove conditions a) and c) it is enough to consider that (PUP')'~ a pVup•V, 
which means that for any formula <p, it holds: if J''E'IIUP'~F<p then .r'E'IIU(PUP')'~I=<p. • 

Likewise in the propositional case, the ordering considered over Mod(P) is the lexicographic 
extension~ over sequences {CAi+ ,Aj))iEJN of the standard ordering 

(A+,A-) s(B+,s-) iff A+~s+andA- :::28-

As in the propositional case, we have: 

4.4 Theorem For any I-program P there exists a ~-least I-model Mp in the class Mod(P). 

Sketch of the proof Given P, it is enough to define Mp as the ranked I-structure 
{(Mi+, Mi))iEJN such that 
- Mo+ is the ~-least set satisfying condition (a) 
- Mo- is the ~-greatest set satisfying condition (b) 
- Mi+ 1 +is the ~-least set satisfying condition (c) 
- Mi+ ,-is the ~-greatest set satisfying condition (d) of definition 4.2. • 
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5 The least model 

In this section we study some interesting properties of least models. ln particuJar, different 
characterizations by logical consequence closure and its constructive definition through an 
immediate consequence operator. From now on, ((Mi+, Mr))iEIIi will denote the least model 
.Mp of a prefixed program P. 

For each layer iE1R , the positive part of .Mp can be obtained as the intersection of the positive 
parts, at layer i, of aJI models of P, and the negative part of Mp is the union of i layered 
negative parts of all models of P. However, for two arbitrary models of a program P, the 
mnked structure resulting to intersect positive parts and to joint negative parts, layer by layer, 
could not be a model of P, as the following counterexample shows: 

5.1 Counterexample Let P be the program {a:-b, c:-, d. b:-}, then two models of Pare: 
({a,b,c}.{d}). ({a,b ,c},{d})) and (({a,b} ,0), ({a ,b} ,0)). but (({a,b},{d}), ({a,b},{d})) is 
not. 

5 .2 Theorem Let P be any program, then: .Mp = (( (\~EMod(P) Ai+, U.!<tEMod(P) Ar ))iEIIi . 

Proof Let iEIN and take any constrained atom aocEMi+, since Mi+~i+ for all JlEMod(P). 
then a ocE(')j{EMod(P) Ai+· Conversely, suppose that ac e belongs to the intersection. since 
MpEMod(P), then it belongs to Mi+ · For negative parts, take iElN and any constrained atom 
a ocEMr. since MpEMod(P),then aocEU jtEMod(P) Ai·. Jn the opposite direction it is enough 
to use that Mi-~f for al l JlEMod(P) • 

A second characterization is made in terms of the logical consequence closure of the equality 
theory and the standard logical interpretation of the program. 

5.3 Theorem For any program P: 

(i) aoc E Mo+ = !PE/Ix. U pV'"' (c- a)V' 

(ii) ac e E Mi+l+ = 'PE.'TJ:. U pV U MiV I= (c- a)V' 

(iii) ace E Mr = :J'EfTr. u pvu M1v 1= (c- -.,a)V 

Sketch of tbe proof The right-to--left implications of (i) and (ii) as well as the left-to-right 
implication of (iii) are trivial. For the converse implication of (i), it is enough to notice that the 
set 8= { b o dJ :TT!Tr. U pV 1= (b- d)'~} satisfies condition a) of 4.2 since for every set of 
formulas <1>: <l>U{ <pi <I> I= q>} I= lp => <l> I= 1p. 

The proof for the converse implication of (ii) is similar, but taking as 8 the set 

8 ={bod/ %'Tr U pV U Mivl= (b- d)v} 

For the right-to-left implication of (iii), the key idea is that the program P cannot "add " new 
negative logical consequences. In particular, if we assume that aoc is not in Mj" , then we can 
build a model of %'Tr. U pV U Mi'\t which is not a model of (c- -., a)'~: it is enough to consider 
the Herbrand structure (A+ ,A-) where A- consists of all atoms bo such that bodE Mi- and o is 
a substitution satisfying d, and A+ includes the rest of the atoms. • 

A trivial consequence of the previous lemma is that .Mp is closed with respect to less general 
constraints. 

5.4 CoroUary Let P be a program and let ((Mj+. MC))iEIIi be the least model of P, for every 
iElN : 
(i) ace E Mi+ and %'Trl== (d- c) 'If and dis satisfiable then aod E Mj+ 

(ii) ace E Mj- and :J'E'Tr. I= (d- c) 'If and dis satisfiable then aod E Mi-
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Proof It is enough to notice that for any set of formulas <I>U{ <p}, if !F1:'TI U <I> I= ( c- cp )'" and 
'F1:'TI I= (d- c)'~~ , then !f'E'TI U <1>1= (d_. cp)'lf • 

Now, we are going to characterize the least model in the usual constructive way as a least 
fixpoint of a monotonic and continuous immediate consequence operator. For that purpose we 
order ran~ed structures by the trivial extension of Fitting's ordering: 

J.t ~F 'lJ iff Ai+k~i+and Ai·Q3r for all iElN 

lt is easy to see that ranked structures are a cpo with respect to ~ F. where bottom is the 
sequence of infinite pairs of empty sets, considering as least upper bound for an infinite 
increasing chain the level-by level union of positive and negative parts of all of them. We define 
an immediate consequence operator in the following way: 

5.5 Definition Let P be a program and J.t a ranked structure, Tp(J.t) = 'lJ is the ranked 
structure defined for each nElN by means of two operators (Tp+, Tp-): 

Bn + = Tp+(An +'~~UAn- 1-'11) 8 0 - =Tp-(An-1 '~~) 

where we assume A.t+=A-1 ·=0 by convention , and (Tp+, Tp-) are defined over sets of 
formulae of the form (c-+1)'~~ in the following way: 

Tp+(C) ={a cc \ 3 {a:- J kodk}1sksmE P (properly renamed) and there exist constraints ck 
such that c is satisfiable and J"E'T:E 1= (c- V Jsksm(dkAck))'lf A 
Vlsksm: !f1:'TIUC t= (c"-1 k )'~~} 

Tp-(C) = {ace \cis satisfiable and V a:- To dE P (properly renamed) 
'F1:'TIUAi'~~ 1= ((cAd-, T)'~~} 

The monotonicity of logical consequence trivially implies that Tp+ and Tp- are monotonic with 
respect to l:, hence Tp is monotonic with respect to ~F· Moreover, as a consequence of the 
compactness of the logic, it can be easily shown that Tp is continuous. Therefore, Tpf ro(.L) is 
its least fixpoint, where .lis the ranked structure ((0, 0 ), (0, 0) ... ). Now , it can be shown 
that Mp and Tpf ro(.l) coincide: 

5.6 Theorem Mp = Tpt ro(.l) 

Sketch of the proof The inclusion Tpfro(.l) l: Mp is trivial since Mp includes Tpti(.L) for 
every i. For the opposite inclusion two key results were used. On the one hand, we used the 
fact that the set of positive two-valued logical consequences of a program and the set of 
(positive and negative) constrained facts coincides with the corresponding set of three-valued 
consequences. On the other band , we used that resolution is a refutationally complete proof 
method for (general, two-valued) clausal logic with (equality) constraints. It must be noted that 
at layers of!Mp greater than 0 we deal with negative facts which are not Hom clauses. • 

6 Equivalence with Clark-Kunen semantics 

In this section we are going to prove that our model-theoretic semantics is equivalent to the 
Clark-Kunen semantics. In particular, what we will prove is that, on the one hand, for every 
program P its least model Mp is also a model of Comp(P) and, on the other that Mp is typical 
in the class of models of Comp(P) , in the sense that if !Mp satisfies any constrained literal I oc 
then any model of Comp(P) also satisfy I o c. 

Now , in order to show that Mp is a model of Comp(P) we should first define the truth-values 
of any formula in any ranked three-valued structure .9!. so that .9! can also be considered a 
"standard" three-valued structure. The key (and obvious) definition is: 
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~(pe e) = ! if3i pccEAi+ 
f if 3j pocEAi
.!! otherwise. 

This definition can be extended. in a direct way to any arbitrary (constrained) formula. Here. 
we omit this definition due to Jack of space; however a simjJar extension, to interpret goals of 
CLP-programs. is made in l26j. 

6.1 Theorem For all programs P, Mp 1= Comp(P). 

Sketch of the proof One has to prove that every axjom in Comp(P) holds in Mp. For the 
axioms in %'Tthis is trivial . For the axioms of the form: 

Vx<p(x> ..... V1k= 1 3 yi(x = ti ,.li>> 
we proceed by case-analysis of the three possible values of the right-hand side of the if-and
only-if. In each case, one has to make use of the definition of the truth-value corresponding to 
formulas with the connectives involved. • 

6.2 Lemma For all nEIH : 
(i) poe E Mn + => Comp(P} I= (c- p)'v' 

(ii) pee E Mn- => Comp(P) F (c- .,p)V 

Sketch of the proof The proof. by simultaneous induction, is quite straightforward and 
makes use of the fact that Comp(P) 1= p\f (see section 2). • 

A trivial consequence of this lemma is: 

6.3. Theorem For any program P and any constrained literal pee: 

Mpl= p e e => Comp(P) 1= pee. 

7 Compositionality 
The original aim of the approach introduced in this paper was to serve as a basis for providing 
compositional semantic definitions for different kinds of modular program units (e .g. 14, 151) 
following the approach studied in 1211. As said in the introduction , this approach consists of 
three steps. ln the first step, one has to define and study the given units and the associated 
composition operations at an abstract level , making use of notions like institutions o r 
specification frames, in terms of some categorical constructions. These notions were introduced 
116, 121 to axjomatize formal isms with certain basic compositionality properties to study the 
structuring and modularization of specifications independently of any specific logic formal ism. 
In particular, in 1211 the kjnd of units introduced in [4, 151 have been defined and studied in 
detail at this abstract level. 

In the second step, one has to define the given class of logic programs as an institution or 
specification frame with the needed constructions. In particular, we have been able to show that 
the semantics of normal logic programs introduced in this paper defines. indeed , a specification 
frame with all the needed categorical constructs. This implies, together with the results 
presented in [211 , that we have (categorical) semantic definitions of various normal logic 
program units: open logic programs, modules ~d arbitrary program fragments, which are 
compositional and fu lly abstract with respect to the operations of Q-union , module union and 
(standard) program union, respectively. Nevertheless, in this paper, due to Jack of space to 
present and motivate our results adequately, we will omit their presentation. Instead , we will 
just present two key results for proving that our semantics defines a specification frame with the 
adequate constructs. Full details can be found in the long version of this paper. Finally. the 
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third step , still ongoing work , consists in showing that these categorical semantic definitions are 

equivalent to some specific concrete semantics. 

If we consider as the meaning of a program its class of models, and not just the least model. 

then the first result is, already, a compositionality result. It is just a direct consequence of the 

defini tion of satisfaction (cf. 4 .2) and, in this case, coincides essentially with the construction 

of amalgamation in this specification frame. 

7.1 Fact Let P1 and P2 be two logic programs then Mod(PIUP2) = Mod(Pl) n Mod(P2) . 

The second result, is the key for showing that the associated specification frame has a number 
of constructions, in particular free constructions, free exteflsiofls and generalized free 

extensions. 

7.2 Theorem For any program P, Mod(P) is an upper semilanice. 

Sketch of the proof The join of two ranked structures c = JilLJ2J can be defined as follows: 

If~ ~ fJJ then C = 21. If 2J ~ ~ then C = Jt. Otherwise: 
For all isk: 

q+ ={ac e I n;'lUPU(Ai+UBi+)'v' 1= (c-+a)'v'} 

Ci- = (Ai·nsn- c i+ 
where kE IN is the lowest layer such that Ai+" Bi+ or Ai- " Bi-. 
For all i>k: 

Ci+ ={ace I .1~'1\JPU{Ci- J+)VU(Ci-1-)V I= (c- a) 'v'} 
Ci- ={ace I V a:-1 o dEP: .r~'lU(Ci - l+)'v'U(Ci-r>V 1= (cAd-+.., 1 )V} • 

We can actually prove a stronger result , namely that Mod(P) is a complete Janice. However, we 

have not s tated and sketched a proof of the additional properties due to lack of space and 

because they are not especially useful in showing the existence of the above mentioned 

constructions. 
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